
Choose our

Reference Data Processing
and join the data management

Reference data management is essential for our 
customers to manage supplier and customer 
payment information. However, the data can be 
found in different sources and code sets. 

With our Reference Data Processing solution, the 
obstacle of various sources is eliminated and data 
can be browsed and exported from one central 
web user interface.

Import
of reference data from structured files via Web-
Service

Browsing
reference data via the Web user interface with 
different filter options

Export
of reference data via Web user interface sched-
uler

Reference Data

Reference data are found in almost every organization 
with a growing amount in the last years. They include 
among others lists, lookup values, and code data tables. 
Reference data management is needed to ensure data 
quality for transactions and compliance reasons. 

Our Solution

Our Reference Data Processing solution is developed 
together with our customer according to customer-spe-
cific needs. The solution helps you to manage your ref-
erence data to ensure data quality. Your data is safe-
guarded in our solution and can be processed using full 
history management. Changes in the data are carried 
out using the secure four-eye principle. Via the Web 
user interface, you are able to browse and export your 
reference data. Using the WebService, you are able to 
import reference data.



Reference Data Processing
Architecture and Functioning

Full history management
of selected data sets

Handling
of user and role privileges

Development
of reference data processing solution according to 
company-specific needs

About Be

Be AG enables leading financial services organisations across 

Europe to manage the complexity of business transformation. 

We work alongside our customers to help them achieve the 

most ambitious targets: (re)designing business models, align-

ing them with regulatory and market requirements, entering 

the digital age.

We believe that success is driven by collaboration and a pas-

sion for performance. Our growing team of over 1,500 diverse, 

highly skilled specialists combines industry knowledge with 

extensive practical experience. We work with global players 

who are shaping the present and future landscape of finance. 

At Be AG, we offer our clients strategic and operational ser-

vices from management consulting to solutions development.

Why Choose Us?

Combining the comprehensive functionalities of the Refer-

ence Data Processing solution with over 22 years consulting 

expertise in the fields of payments and especially SWIFT, we 

are the ideal partner for your approach to handle data man-

agement successfully. 
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Data Change
in the Web user interface using a four-eye principle


